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Thank you for purchasing the TAKAHASHI  TOA- Triplet Ortho Apochromat

refractor. This newly designed objective produce an extremely high order of

color correction, very small stars, superb contrast and greatly reduced field

curvature. The optionally available flatteners, reducer makes the TOA- into

the perfect flat field CCD or astro camera. The Extender TOA 1.6X is the perfect

accessory for high magnification lunar and planetary observation.

In order to use the TOA- to the limit of its capabilities, please read this

owner’s manual and familiarize yourself with the function of the system parts

and accessories before using this instrument.

A! WARNING
NEVER ATTEMPT TO OBSERVE THE SUN THROUGH
THIS TELESCOPE WITHOUT A FULL APERTURE SO-
LAR FILTER DESIGNED FOR THIS PURPOSE. FAIL-
URE TO DO SO COULD CAUSE INSTANT BLINDNESS.
COVER THE FINDER WITH AN OPAQUE COVER TO
PREVENT ANY LIGHT FROM COMING THROUGH. AN
UNCOVERED FINDER CAN ALSO CAUSE SERIOUS
DAMAGE TO THE EYE. KEEP CHILDREN AWAY FROM
THE TELESCOPE DURING DAYTIME.

l When placing the TOA- in the saddle, be carefull to balance the

tube in the saddle. This will prevent injury to fingers and will prevent it

from falling to the ground. When placing the telescope in the saddle,

always hold the tube with one hand to keep it from falling off the saddle

on to the ground.

0 Always lay the tube assembly on a completely flat surface that totally

supports it to protect it from damage.

0 Keep the tube assembly out of the Sun. Otherwrse,  tne tube assembly

could heat up, causing lens damage.

0 Great care should be taken during focusing.
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SPECIFICATIONS
I

Optical  System .............................. Air  Spaced Triplet

Effective Aperture .......................... 130mm

Focal Length .................................. ,,,,,Omm

Focal  Ratio ..................................... 1:  7.7

Resoving Power “” ” 0 . 8 9 ”
Limiting Magnitude....................... 12.3

Light Gathering Power .................. 345x

Diameter of Main Tube ‘....... .’ 1 5 6 m m

Total Length of Main Tube ~.~~.~.~~.~..  Type S [2.7”]  812mm[32”] with shade retracted

[W/end cover] Type F [4”]  901mm[35.5”] with shade retracted
Weight of Main tube Assembly,.,,.  Type S abt. 22lbs  (10kg)

Type F abt. 251bs (11.4kg)
Finder Scope .._.............. 7x50 6.3’
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Tube Assembly Layout. ::: ,:

\Dew  Shield Cover

Dew Sh ie ld  N

Dew Shie ld  R ing  ~

Front Tube A’,

Rear  Tube

OCUlar

Focuser  Hous ing

Focus ing  Knob -

Reticle I l luminator ’
(Optional)

I

b-- , Dew Shield Lock Screw

-Lens  Shade Ring

CounterWeight  R ing
/

/

Finder Scooe

Finder Bracket

Drawtube  Lock Kob

Ocular Adapter (2”)

Adapter (1X”)-___
Extension  tube(L)  (2-j

-
A Ocular Adapter Lid
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Photo/Visual Accessories Specifications

Takahashi has manufactured flatteners, a lunar, planetary and double star observa-

reducer and a 1.6x  corrector/extender for tions.

a large number of CCD, photographic and The flatteners and reducer corrects the field

visual applications for the TOA-130. and produce stars that are 2.9 microns at

the center and less than 8 microns at 40mm

The TOA-  & TOA- will produce flat field r$ and less than 20 mircons  at 80mm 6

for 35mm.  6x7 or CCD photography. The

Reducer changes the focal ratio to f/5.67

and flattens the field for CCD. The Extender

TOA  extends the focal 1.6x  to 1600mm for

TOA- Flattener Focal Length ......... 980mm

Focal Ratio ............. F: 7.5

Image Circle ......... 4 40mm [ 60% illuminated]

ti 25mm 1100% illuminated]

TOA- Flattener Focal Length ........ 1000mm

Focal Ratio ............ F 7.7

Image Circle.. ...... r$ 92mm [ 60% illuminated]

$I 70mm [lOO% illuminated]

Reducer Focal Length ........ 780mm

Focal Ratio ............ F 6.0

Image Circle ........ $J  52mm [ 60% illuminated]

ti 25mm [lOO%  illuminated]

Extender TOA-  .6x Focal Length ........ 1600mm

Focal Ratio ............ F12.3

Attache the finder bracket to the tapped holes located on the left side of

the focuser
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Attaching The Finder And Tube Assembly

Alignment Screw
The TOA-  is shipped with the finder

detached to prevent damage. Use the fol-

lowing instructions to assemble and align

the finder.
Finder Bracket

W Attaching The Finder Scope
Place the finder bracket over the holes in

Fig.2

the focuser  assembly and attach it with

the two cap bolts provided. Make certain

that the sides of the bracket are parallel

to the sides of the tube assembly. Failure

to do so will make finder alignment more

difficult. A cap screw covers the illumina-

tor hole. Refer to Fig.2,3. Focuser  Unit
Finder Bracket

n Attaching Tube Assembly To The
Equatorial Mount

Place the tube holder onto the top of the

Dec. assembly and align the holes in the

tube holder with the holes in the Dec. as-

sembly. Attach it with with two cap bolts

provided for this purpose. This tube

holder can be used with all Takahashi

mounts. Refer to Fig.4.

Fig.3

Allen wrench

Tube holder

Equator ia l Mount
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The correct way to attach the tube holder

to the mount is to use the two cap bolts

provided. After an optical tube has been

set into the tube holder, The next step is

balancing. Refer to Fig.5.

Now that the instrument has been attached

to the mount, it will be necessary to bal-

ance the load in the R.A. and the Dec.

The first step is to clamp the R.A.  and

unclamp the Dec. Hold the tube of the tele-

scope in the event it is out of balance. Then,

loosen the tube clamp slightly so that the

tube can be moved in either direction.

Move the tube in either direction until it

balances. When the tube is balanced,

tighten the clamp.

Next, loosen the R.A. clamp, and trghten

the Dec. clamp. Unclamp the counter-

weight(s) and slide them in either direction

until the package is balanced.

when not needed. Use a 6mm  Allen wrench

to tighten, loosen or remove the ring

weight. Refer to Fig.6.

Ring Counterweight (top)

Ring  Counterweight (bottom) Fig. 6

0 How To Retract The Lens Shield

The Lens Shade of the TOA- is retract-

able. When the TOA  is to be transported,

retract the lens shade until it rests on the

satin chrome ring installed in the tube as-

sembly for that purpose. The shade can be

extended when the TOA  is used.

1. Remove the cap of the dew shield.
2. Loosen the two lock screws.
3. Extend the dew shield.
4 .  Turn the locking screws until they make

contact.

Fig.5

l How To Use The Ring Counter-Weigh

The TOA-130  has been designed to be used

with a wide variety photo, CCD and visual Fig. 7
accessories; therefore, a tube counter- [Caution]
weight has been provided to achieve bal- Remove the lens shade cap before mov-

ante  for better tracking and ease of opera- ing the Lens shade. The fit is tight enough

tion. to blow the lens shade cap off of the Lens

This ring weight is felt lined, so it can eas- shade and it allows the Lens shade to move

ily be moved in either direction or removed easier .
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n Compression Ring
Remove the ocular adapter cover after the

locking ring has been loosened by turning

it counter clockwise. Then, insert the de-

sired ocular or 1 l/4”  diagonal into the

adapter and tighten the ocular ring by turn-

ing it clockwise.

Fig.8

n Connection the System Parts
Carefully study the system chart in this

manual before connecting the system

parts. Connecting the parts incorrectly may

prevent the TOA  from coming to sharp fo-

cus or any focus at all!

M 7 2 X l . 0 Fig.9
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W Focusing
After inserting the ocular into the telecope,
it is necessary to achieve the best possible
focus. Remember the atomsphere will limit
the highest magnification that can be used

on any given night. Using the lowest power
ocular; focus the image and then increase
the magnification by using shorter and

shorter focal length oculars until the de-
sired magnification is reached. This pro-
cedure allows the centering of an object at
high magnification. Please familiarize your-
self with the following.

l Focusing System

The TOA- uses a rack-and-prnron focus-

ing system. This system permits rapid fo-

cusing. By turning the focusing knob clock-

wise, the focuser will move out and by turn-

ing the knob counter-clockwise, the focuser

will move in. Refer to Fig.10.

Remove the lens shade cover and the alu-

minum plug from the 1 l/4”  compression

ring adapter. Insert the diagonal into the

compression ring adapter. Carefully tighten

the compression ring until it begins to make

contact with the barrel of diagonal. It is not

necessary to overtighten the ring to hold

the diagonal.

Then insert the ocular into the compres-

sion ring of the diagonal, repeating previ-

ous process. Be careful not to overtighten

the compression ring.

Begin the focusing process by choosing a

bright star in a covenient  position. When

you think that you have achieved the best

Focus, move the focuser inside and outside

of what you think is the best focus. This

will confirm the critical procedure.

Begin with a low power ocular and then

proceed higher and higher until the desired

magnification has been achieved.

Focuser  C lamp

When the best tocus  at hrgh  magnitication

has been achieved, you may notice a bright

and dim ring around the star. This is not a

defect but rather a diffraction pattern which

is an indication of diffraction limited op-

tics.

Fig. 10
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Finder Alignment?. I , . . . ‘. ,,,(  i,,(=.- :e,: .-::.: /- . I

Before the finder is placed in the finder

holder, use plastic clear tape and tape the

finder with two layers to prevent the tube

from being scratched by the front finder

set screws.

A finder is a useful tool. It permits the pre-

cise centering of an object in the field of

view. The 6.3* field of view allows the easy

centering of an object to be viewed or pho-

tographed.

The Takahashi finder uses an interrupted

crosshair which is designed to allow the

easy centering of an object to be photo-

graphed or observed. The wide field of the

finder makes the finding of an object easier,

therefore, it is important that the finder and

the telescoep be in alignment. The follow-

ing procedure can be used to align the

finder.

+ Alignment Procedure

1. Place a low power eyepiece in the tele-

scope and center a bright star in a con-

venient part of the sky. Do not forget to

engage the motor drive to keep the star

centered. If this procedure is done in day-

light, use an object that is at least one

mile away. Loosen the lock nuts on the

finder bracket and slightly move the star

to the center of the field using the ad-

justing alignment screws.

2. Then use a higher magnification eye-

piece and repeat the procedure by cen-

tering the object in the field of view of

the telescope and then the finder. Con-

tinue this process until the highest pos-

sible magnification has been used.

W Adjusting Screw Procedure

1. Turn all the lock nuts until they reach the
head of the alignment screws.

nment Screw

Fig. 11

View Field of Finder

‘-Fig.  12View Field of Telescope
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2. In order to move the crosshair in the di-
rection of the arrow, first loosen screw
(a) and tighten (push) the finder with
screw (c). This procedure will move the
crosshair in the desire direction. The top
of the finder will move in the opposite
direction and the object will move in the
direction of the smaller arrow. Refer to
Fig.12.

3. In a similar fashion the direction of the
movemem  of the finder is made by ad-
justing the three screws.

Learn the relationship between the move-
ment of the three adjusting screws. If the
finder cannot be moved in the desired di-
rection, loosen the locking nuts.

+ Reticle Illuminator [Optional]
The 7x50 finder has provision for an op-

tional reticle illuminator,

If an illuminator will be installed, remove

the cap screw at the end of the finder and

install the reticle illuminator. The illumina-

tor makes the centering of dim objects

easier .

In order to turn the illuminator on, turn the

knob clockwise. The knob will click when

the illuminator turns on. As the knob is

turned, the reticle will brighten. Adjust the

knob to the desired brightness. Turn the

knob counter-clockwise past the click to

turn the illuminator off. Refer to Fig.13.

+ Replacing The Battery
Before changing the batteries in the illumi-

nator, please be certain to turn it off. Un-

screw the battery holder as shown in Fig.14.

Remove the old batteries and insert new

one after they have been wiped with a clean

dry cloth. Check the polarity of the batter-

ies before inserting them into the holder.

Use two silver [V76-PK)  or equivalent bat-

teries.

Hold the Knurled cap and turn
the battery case  as  arrowed

Fig. 14



obser”aw  ,, - _: ./: = :, (_, ;

n Visual Observation

+ Determining Magnification

The magnification of any ocular used with
the TOA can be calculated by using the fol-
lowing formula.

(focal length of a telescope)
(focal length of an ocular)

Therefore, the shorter the focal length of
the oculars used, the higher the magnifi-
cation produced.

During the night of exceptional seeing, the
TOA- can be used at a magnification of
130x per inch and on nights of exceptional
seeing 160x  or more can be used. These
rare nights of exceptional seeing will re-
veal fine planetary filaments and small cra-
terlets on the Moon. At the lower end, us-
ing a mignification of 10x per inch will pro-
duce breathtaking, ultra high contrast views

of galaxies, nebulae and comets.

+ Compression Ring Star Diagonals

Takahashi supplies each TOA- set [tele-

scope w/mount] with a 90° compression

ring 1 l/4”  diagonal. The compression ring

centers the ocular and makes the optical

axes of the ocular and the telescope coin-

cidental.

Set the ocular into the compression ring

and carefully tighten the ring. Do not

overtigten  the compression ring.

W  A s t r o p h o t o g r a p h y

Focus is the most critical part of a fine

astrophoto. Once critical focus is achieved,

photos can be made. If possible, recheck

focus to make certain that nothing has

changed.

+  Prime Focus Photography

This is the method to take photo by plac-

ing film at the focal point of the telescope.

This means the telescope is uses as a tele-

photo lens. The focal length of a telescope

is far longer than that of a camera lens. Even

a slight mistake to guide the telescope will

make star images deformed. It is advisable

to use a heavy duty equatorial mount for

astrophotography.
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+ Eyepiece Projection Photography

When you want to take photos of the plan-

ets or the Moon, the TCA-4 is designed to

make this easier.

When the image of the planet is properly

illuminated, then increase the magnifica-

tion to the limit of the seeing.

+  Seeing

It is important that high magnification im-

ages of the Moon and planets require good

seeing. The method for determining the

quality of seeing on a scale of 1 to 10, with

10 being perfectly steady seeing is to look

to the zenith at a bright star. If it I twinkling

rapidly, the seeing is between 1 to 4. If the

twinkling is moderate this is 5-6. If the star

twinkles slowly to no twinkling, we have

the 7 to 10 night. The less twinkle the bet-

ter

A Cautions
When taking high magnification pho-

tographs of the Moon and planets, pay

careful attention to balance. Rebalance

the telescope when the object is

placed in the center of the camera.

If the telescope is moved to another

object, then rebalance it in the position

in which the photos will be taken. Do

not use the camera shutter; use the”hat

trick” a black card place over the lens

shade before the shutter is set on bulb.

After the vibration has stopped, re-

move the black card for the duration

of the photo, which will normally be in
seconds.

Focusing with the FM-60 focusing micro-

scope and ground glass is shown in Fig.15.

Set the ground glass in place with the mat

side facing the objective of the TOA.  Then

focus and check for pinpoint focus over the

field of view.

Focusing Screen
/

\

FM-60  Fig. 15
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11 A&e&ri&~&  Phbto/Visual  Appli’kdion  11

A wide selection of photo/visual accesso-

ries are available. Hare are the major items

and their system charts.

W TOA-  Flattener

This flattener is specially designed to pro-

duce a flat field for use with a 35mm cam-

era, CCD camera and visual use. It is nec-

essary due to the generous back focus to

use the a 2” extension tube.

2” Adapter 35 Flattener CA-35(2”  ) W i d e

W  TOA-  Flattener

This is specially designed for the 130F to

produce a flat field 6 92mm across with 3-

micron stars at the center and 20 microns

at the edge of 6x7 film. It also can be used

visually with a 2” diagonal and Extender

TOA  1.6x which extends the focal length

to 1600mm and is flat to the edge.

CCD Fig. 16

67  Flattener Extension Tube 67 Adarker Pentax 6x1
Fig. 17
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Camera Angle Adjuster Reducer vari-ring CA-35 Wide T-mount

CCD Fig. 18

n Reducer

This newly developed reducer uses 2 multi-

coated elements to produce a flat field with

a faster focal ratio than the f/7.7 to f/5.6.

The focal ratio can be further reduced to f/

5.3 with the use of extension tubes; the

stars still remain under 20 microns, which

make it useful for CCD cameras with smaller

chips.

n CA-35

The CA-35 has been designed to be used

with the TOA  flatteners 35 and 67, the Re-

ducer TOA and the Extender TOA 1.6x.  One

version can be used with the TOA-  flat-

tener and Extender TOA  and the second

for the TOA-  flattener.

n Digital Camera Adapters

The Digital Camera Adapters are designed

to allow the eyepiece projection [l  l/4”  or

0.965 ocular] photos of the Moon and plan-

ets with your digital camera.

CA-35(2”  ) Wide T-mount

CA-35 Wide T-mount 3 5 m m  Camers

CCD

Fig. 20

00
2” Adapter 2” Extension Tube 2” Sleeve Coupling (S) LE Ocular LE-DCA DCR

Fig. 21
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W TCA-4

This variable eyepiece device attaches eas-

ily to the TOA  for high quality high magni-

fication photos of the surface of the Moon

and planets. It can be used with a film or

CCD camera.

CCD

2” Extension

T u b e

1.25” Ocular Adapter

CCD

Fig. 22

n T-Mount &Wide Mount T-Adapters

These adapters, one for the standard T-

mount and the second for the Wide Mount

T-Adapter. CA-35(2”)  Wide Mount T-adapter 35mm  Camera

Fig. 22

The T-Mount is used to connect to the TCA-

4 eyepiece projection adapter for high mag-

nification photos and CCD images of the

Moon and planets.

The Wide Mont T-Adapter can be used for

prime focus, reducer, flattener or Extender

TOA  photography.

TCA-4 T-Mount 35mm  Camera

Fig. 23
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2” Adapter Extender TOA-1.6X CA-35(2”)

n Extender TOA-1.6X

The Extender TOA  1.6x  is a five element fully

multi-coated 3-group  5-element  extender

that increases the focal length of the TOA-

130 to 1600mm. The longerfocal length will

produce stunning images of the Moon and

planets. A 35mm camera can be attached

to the Extender TOA  with a 2” extension

tube and wide mount camera adapter.

When used with the flatteners it produces

a flat 040mm circle for visual, 35mm or CCD

applications.

I
CCD

Fig. 24

LE Oculars

2x Barlow Lens

W 2X Barlow Lens

2” Diagonal Mirror Adapter
+

This Barlow lens was originally designed for

the FS Series and it can be used for the TOA

for visual use. This short Barlow can be used

with the 1 114” diagonal or 2” mirror diago-

nal. 2” Ocular Adapter 2” Diagonal Mirror

Fig. 25

2” Ocular Adapter 2” Extension Tube 2m  Sleeve Coupling (S)
2x Barlow Lens LE Oculars

Ocular Adapter (I .25”)
Fig. 26
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R 5-Turret Ocular Holder

W/Large Prism Diagonal

The 5-ocular  turret ocular holder with LPD

give the visual observer great flexibility in

choosing 5 different magnifications for their

advanced visual studies.

2” Ocular Adapter 2” Sleeve 1 5-Tunet  w/LDP

n Twin Vue Binocular Viewer

The Twin Vue binocular viewer is a 45”

The two compression ring ocular adapters

insure that the optical axes are all coinci-

dental for the best possible. The built in 2x

barlow lens and LE oculars will provide ex-

cellent views of the Moon and planets and

when the barlow  is removed, wide field

views of deep space objects.

2” Ocular Adapter 2” Extension Tube

/’
Fig. 27

Twin Viewer

Fig. 28
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n 2” Mirror Diagonal and 1 l/4”

Compression Ring Diagonal

Both of these diagonals take up different

back focus. This is noted on the diagram.

With the 200mm back focus this is not a

problem. The 1 l/4”  prism diagonal will re-

quire the focuser to be racked out further.

1  l/4”  Prism Diagonal

n Finder Scope

The 7x50 finder can be attached

to the predrilled  holes on the

left side of the focuser. [USA

models include a ScopeGuard

quick release bracket.]

If an 11x70 finder is used it can

be attached directly to the

counter weight ring using the

single arm holder. The ears are

threaded to accept the 11x70

finder bracket.

2” Minor Diagonal

Fig. 29
Fig. 30

Finder Bracket

I Reticle I I luminator



n Tube Holder +  Solar Observation

Two types of the tube holders are available. The high quality optics of the TOA- will

The one is a single type and the other is a provide outstanding images of the Sun. It

double type. When a guiding scope is at- is best to use high quality glass filters or

tached onto the main tube, the double type H-alpha filter.

is useful. To set the double type tube holder Never observe the sun directly. This will

onto the equatorial mount, accessory cause instant blindness. Cover your finder

plates are available. with two layers of aluminized Mylar, or an

opaque cover finder to allow the observer

to center the sun.

Sun Projection Observation System

Sun Projection Screen

Ring

B Fig. 32
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II Care 81 Maintenance-7

+ Your TOA-  apochromatic refractor

has been precisely collimated at the fac-

tory by skilled optical technicians. In the

even, as a result of a heavy blow, colli-

mation is lost, please contact your local

distributor. They will collimate the in-

strument and return it to you.

+ If dust particles collect on the front ele-

ment, retract the dew shield and remove

the particles by using large handpower

blower. Under no circumstances should

canned air be used to remove these par-

ticles. Canned air contains a refrigerant

that is very cold and could cause dam-

age to the front element.

+ Under no circumstances should the sur-

face of the front lens be rubbed, as this

could cause scratches in the coating.

+ Use pure cotton swabs alightly  moist-

ened with lens cleaner and gently re-

move any dirt.

Dew Shield

\

Fig. 33

Additional Precautions

l Keep the telescope away from large fluc-

tuations in temperature. When the instru-

ment is brought our from a warm room

to colder air, dew may form.

+ Store the telescope in a cool dry envi-

ronment. Any dew should be removed

by blowing it with a hair dryer with the

heating element turned off, which means

the air will be at room temperature. This

flow of cool, room temperature air, will

dry the dew and not leave a residue. Ad-

ditionally, it is a good idea to store the

telescope with a desicant  [drying agent]

near the objective to keep any moisture

away from the objective.

As mentioned previousely,  never use

+ canned air due to the fact that the pro-

pellant is a refrigerant which could cause

damage to the front element. If the ele-

ment must be cleaned, make certain it is

done in a cool room.

Under no circumstances should the

+ lenses be disassembled. The lenses have

been properly aligned and set in place

by skilled optical technician with special

tools. Doing so will void any warranty

on the tube assemblv.
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TOA-  30s
Photo/Visual System Chart

6. CAA [TKA302001
13. 50.8 sleeve [TKP001131
14. Coupling 6) [TKA001031

18.
32.

33.

34.

35 .

36.

46.

41 .

48.

49.

60 .

70.

7 1 1

14.

15.

80s

86 .

Reducer [TKA315801
T-mount
Wide T-mount
35mm  camera
CA35 (50.8)  [TKA312011
TCA-4 (31.7) [TKA002101
Ocular adapter (1.25") [TKP001011
O c u l a r  ( 3 1 . 7 )

Ocular (50.8)
Diagonal prism (31.7) [TKP005411
Extender TOAl.&  [TKA005951

Ocular adapter (50.8) [TKP271101
Extension tube (L) [TKP311121
Diagonal mirror (50.8) LTKA005431

Adapter (OM) (31.7) [TKAOOllll

P i  m

a 3
35 flattener ITKA315821
CCD camera

35
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TOA-  30F
Photo/Visual System Chart

6. CAA
8. Coupling(W)  [TKP31003]
13. 50.8 sleeve [TKPOOll3]
14. Coupling(S)  [TKP00103]

18. Reducer [TKA31580]
32. T-mount
33. Wide T-mount
34. 35mm camera
35. CA-35c50.8)  [TKA31201]
36. TCA-4c31.7)  [TKA00210]
46. Ocular adapter(31.7) [TKPOOlOl]
47. Ocular(31.7)
48. Ocular (5.0.8)
49. Diagonalprism(31.7)
60. Extender TOA 1.6x [TKA00595]
70. Ocular adapter(50.8) [TKP27110]
71L. 50.8 extension tube(L) [TKP31112]
14 . Diagonal mirror [TKAOOlll]
80s. 35 flattener [TKA31582]
SOL 67 flattener [TKA31583]
86. CCD camera
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